Your Life Balance Coach

PASSPORT TO PURPOSE: Your Roadmap to a Fulfilled Life
Do you sometimes question where your life is headed? This life-changing program will help you take charge of
your life by identifying your unique purpose, and then living your life on purpose.
You will be able to:
& Determine

your values and priorities
& Discover your passion(s)
& Describe the legacy you want to leave
& Focus on the most important things
& Use your gifts, talents and abilities to contribute to others
& Become the person you've always wanted to be
By defining and fulfilling your unique purpose in life, you will enjoy a life of meaning and significance.

PASSPORT TO POTENTIAL: Your Roadmap to True Success
People work hard every day but aren't as successful as they could be. Most of us don't live up to our full potential.
What sets those apart who achieve true success in their work and lives?
This inspirational program answers this all-important question, and shows you how to:
& Connect

with your purpose and passion
success
& Set specific, challenging goals and define action steps
& Focus on your goals with a single-mindedness of purpose
& Believe in yourself and persevere in the face of difficulty
& Visualize

By implementing these success ingredients you'll feel a renewed sense of motivation and energy, attain your
goals, and ultimately achieve your full potential!

PASSPORT TO PRIORITIES: Your Roadmap to a Balanced Life
Do you feel overwhelmed with work responsibilities, and lack enough personal time? This insightful program
will present practical tips on how to bring more balance into your life by determining your priorities and
developing a personal action plan for success.
You will be able to:
& Evaluate

the balance in your life, and identify areas that are out of balance
& Take care of yourself physically, mentally, and spiritually
& Determine your most important priorities
& Determine how to spend your time based upon your priorities
& Say “no” to the unimportant
& Develop a personal action plan to improve the balance in your life
You can indeed become more productive and effective and still have a life outside of work!
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PASSPORT TO PRODUCTIVITY: Your Roadmap to Effective Time Management
Does your work (and life) feel out of control? Do you have too much to do in too little time? You will learn
strategies and tips to take control of your time and focus on your most important priorities.
You will be able to:
& Plan, organize

and focus on your priorities

& Handle and minimize interruptions
& Set limits by saying “no” tactfully
& Share

the load by delegating effectively

By being able to focus on your priorities, you will be more productive, less stressed, and gain a greater
sense of accomplishment and satisfaction.

PASSPORT TO PEACE:

Your Roadmap to Stress-Free Work

Nearly 50 percent of all U.S. workers feel overwhelmed by a growing number of job tasks and longer working
hours. High levels of stress in the workplace often lead to job burnout, resulting in lower productivity. How can
you effectively manage this stress and become more effective in today's demanding work environment? This
program addresses this question and more.
You will be able to:
& Assess

your current level of stress
with overload effectively
& Take care of yourself during stressful times
& Take renewal breaks during your work day
& Practice simple relaxation techniques you can even do in the office
& Avoid job burnout
& Deal

You'll gain practical stress management tips and relaxation techniques that you can apply immediately to
your job and your life.
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